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What’s New in Version 1.4
Self-Service Archive Migrator | CMT 1.4 resolves several issues detailed below.

Release Notes 1.4
•

A setting to automatically add the PST file as a folder to the user's mail profile immediately after migration
has been added. If enabled, this setting eliminates the need for the user to manually open and add the
PST file as a folder to their mail profile.
Also, a new setting to allow the administrator to use either the Exchange UPN or the Exchange Primary
SMTP to find the correct profile to atta ch PST files to has been added. (39245)

•

An issue where adding a mail archive over 4GB in size on the Archive Migration Selection screen caused a
"File Not Found" error has been resolved. (41116)

•

The option to use an existing translation file that has been delivered by another process to the client
workstation has been added. (41849)

•

To reduce the size of the file downloaded to the end user workstation, the option to include all name
combinations or just the first canonical name found for the user in the translation file has been added.
(54989)

•

To resolve an issue where a too large (32k) error is displayed and migration cannot continue, an agent to
export and clear the logs on the person documents is now available. (54991)

•

To assist troubleshooting, the Autodiscover log is now included in the User Log Files. (54993)

•

Self-Service Archive Migrator now supports the use of Notes Session variables to correctly identify the
installation paths. (54995)

•

Windows environment variables, such as %LocalAppData% and %AppData% can now be used when
defining the destination folder for .pst files. (54996)

•

To avoid increasing the size of the roaming profile, the temp directory has been moved to the Local App
Data (%LocalAppData%) folder. (55062)

•

The "Informational" log file logging level has been removed. (57079)

Previous Updates
The following previous updates are included in version 1.4:

1.3.1.3
•

An issue where migrations to online archives failed if the user's UPN does not match the SMTP address
has been resolved. PowerShell matching now includes the UPN, and it is displayed in the Exchange
Settings section of the person document. (52917)
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About Binary Tree
Binary Tree is a Microsoft Gold Partner for messaging, cloud productivity and application development and is
dedicated to and focused on enterprise transformations to Microsoft platforms. Since 1993, Binary Tree has
transformed more than 8,000 global clients and 42 million users, including 7.5 million users to Of fice 365. The
company is a globally preferred vendor for Office 365. Its headquarters is located outside of New York City with
global offices in France, Germany, Singapore, Sweden and the U.K. Its award-winning software and services help
companies modernize email, directories and applications by moving and integrating them to the Microsoft cloud.
The company’s business-first approach helps plan, move and manage the transformation process from end to end
so that clients can stay focused on their core busines ses. Binary Tree’s experts deliver low-risk, successful IT
transformations. Visit www.binarytree.com for more information.
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